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His Holiness Benedict XVI

Your steps on the association of Christians and joint prayer in Konstantinopole/Stambule together with the Ecumenical Patriarch Bartolomeyem II is
 very significant development in the spiritual life of Christians in last 953 years!

We sincerely pray GOD for You and we request GOD to grant to you health and forces!

See Your Great and critical operation, is desirable to do steps on overcoming of the consequences of the conscious destruction of historical memory
 in wholes it is stratified intelligentsia of East and central Europe. We took only first steps in this direction and they gave real results, also, for
 Valery Vasiljev, and for Helen Gartung and for other highly-cultured and considerable people.

But this letter is caused by the desire to support the high moral young Person Prince Henry of Wales, who already made for the Wide World more
 than thousands of peacemakers of UNITED NATIONS. It supported all positive affairs of Europe and America on the fight for the future of our
 Civilization by its solution. The need for such high moral actions is today in the world enormous. We stand on the threshold of profound changes
 and even larger tests, about scale of which You know considerably more than me.

It is the real continuer of matters such characters as the energetic Henry II, arguably one of the ablest of English Monarchs (his son, the legendary
 Richard the Lionheart who lead the Third Crusade into the Holy land). Therefore I will be sincerely and deeply to You it is grateful, if You consider it
 possible to ask God to help Prince Henry of Wales (!).

Sincerely

Your Alexander Vasiljev-Muller

grandson of the mrs. Polyanskoy (Herb Lubich)

and to frau Muller (the relative Ratzinger)
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